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TIGERS DWINDLING: JUST SIX SUB-SPECIES REMAIN,
SAYS STUDY
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A sub-adult tiger seen crossing a river in Tadoba Andhari Tiger Reserve in Maharashtra.   |
Photo Credit: K. R. Deepak

Six different sub-species of tigers exist today, scientists confirmed on October 25, amid hopes
the findings will boost efforts to save the fewer than 4,000 free-range big cats that remain in the
world.

The six include the Bengal tiger, Amur tiger, South China tiger, Sumatran tiger, Indochinese tiger
and Malayan tiger, said the report in the journal Current Biology.

Three other tiger subspecies have already gone extinct: the Caspian, Javan and Bali tigers.

Key threats to tigers' survival include habitat loss and poaching. How to best conserve the
species and encourage both captive and wild breeding has been a matter of debate among
scientists, in part because of divisions over how many tiger sub-species exist.

"The lack of consensus over the number of tiger subspecies has partially hindered the global
effort to recover the species from the brink of extinction," said study author Shu-Jin Luo of
Peking University in Beijing.

Researchers analyzed the complete genomes of 32 tiger specimens in order to confirm they fall
into six genetically distinct groups.

Although tigers are believed to have roamed the Earth for the past two to three million years, the
current population traces back to about 110,000 years ago, "when tigers suffered a historic
population bottleneck," said the report.

Researchers found very little evidence of breeding among different tiger populations. This low
genetic diversity indicates that each subspecies has a unique evolutionary history. It also sets
tigers apart from other big cats like jaguars, which more commonly intermix across entire
continents.

"Tigers are not all alike," Luo said, noting that key differences include body size and fur color.
"Tigers from Russia are evolutionarily distinct from those from India. Even tigers from Malaysia
and Indonesia are different."

Reversing the decline of tigers means "maximizing the efforts to preserve the genetic diversity,
evolutionary uniqueness, and potential of the species Panthera tigris," concluded the study.

The researchers propose that the bird be given an IUCN categorisation of “Vulnerable.”
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